FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Array Networks and Nutanix Partner to Provide Virtual Application
Delivery on Hyper-Converged Systems
“Nutanix Ready” solutions optimize application availability, performance and security for
enterprises committed to building innovative, next-generation data centers
Milpitas, CA – October 6, 2015 – Array Networks (www.arraynetworks.com), a global leader in
application delivery networking, today announces that Array application delivery solutions have
been validated to run on Nutanix’s Xtreme Computing Platform. Nutanix natively converges
server, storage, and virtualization resources; Array Networks provides essential networking
functions to deliver end-to-end solutions for scaling and optimizing business-critical applications.
The Nutanix Xtreme Computing Platform comes ready to run all enterprise applications, at any
scale. Built on a distributed Web-scale architecture, a single Nutanix hyperconverged appliance
can simultaneously run a number of different workloads, including enterprise databases and
applications, virtual desktop integration and Big Data workloads.
Because applications and services running on Nutanix require Layer-4 through Layer-7 services
for ensuring application availability, performance, and security, Array Networks’ virtual load
balancing and application delivery software running on Nutanix allows IT organizations to further
streamline operations and optimize applications and services running in next-generation
enterprise environments.
In addition to running Array Networks virtual load balancing and application delivery directly on
Nutanix appliances, dedicated Array appliances may also front end Nutanix for use cases where
greater degrees of SSL transaction processing or compute-intensive tasks are required. Whether
deployed in support of enterprise applications or cloud-based web applications and services,
Array delivers essential application networking capabilities without undue cost and complexity.
As a member of the Nutanix Elevate Technology Alliance Program, Array Networks is committed
to supporting the application delivery needs of Nutanix customers deploying innovative nextgeneration data centers.
“Our partnership with Nutanix is aimed squarely at IT organizations adopting cloud and web-scale
principles in their data centers,” says Michael Zhao, president and CEO Array Networks. “By
adding Array’s application delivery to Nutanix platforms, businesses can benefit from
management and cost efficiencies that span storage, compute and networking.”

“By joining Nutanix’s Elevate program, Array Networks enhances our ecosystem of alliance
partners who deliver added value on top of our platform. We are excited to explore how our
customers can benefit from using Array’s unique set of application delivery solutions.” says
Venugopal Pai, Nutanix VP of Alliances and Business Development.
About Array Networks
Array Networks is a global leader in application delivery networking with over 5,000 worldwide
customer deployments. Powered by award-winning SpeedCore software, Array solutions are
recognized by leading enterprise, service provider and public sector organizations for unmatched
performance and total value of ownership. Array is headquartered in Silicon Valley, is backed by
over 400 employees worldwide and is a profitable company with strong investors, management
and revenue growth. Poised to capitalize on explosive growth in the areas of mobile and cloud
computing, analysts and thought leaders including Deloitte, IDC and Frost & Sullivan have
recognized Array Networks for its technical innovation, operational excellence and market
opportunity. To learn more, visit: www.arraynetworks.com.
About Nutanix
Nutanix delivers invisible infrastructure for next-generation enterprise computing, elevating IT
to focus on the applications and services that power their business. The company’s softwaredriven Xtreme Computing Platform natively converges compute, virtualization and storage into
a single solution to drive simplicity in the datacenter. Using Nutanix, customers benefit from
predictable performance, linear scalability and cloud-like infrastructure consumption. Learn
more atwww.nutanix.com or follow up on Twitter @nutanix.
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